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Question 1 

 

The case raises two overriding questions. One concerns whether this is one or two incidents which is 

important to the limitation rules. The other concerns which company is liable for what 

amounts/claims. The remainder of the case concerns application of the respective limitation rules to 

the claims involved.  

 

Good candidates will deal with the questions in the alternative in the sense that if they find it to be one 

incident, they will test the question of allocation of amounts also under the alternative of there being 

two incidents. Moreover there is a question concerning also the application of sections 172/175 vs 

172a/175a (see below) which means that also this point could be dealt with in the alternative, which 

means an answer to the totality of the questions could become fairly complex.  

 

One or two incidents?  

 

Falkanger/Bull deals with this on page 198-199. From that description, including the referenced case-

law, it is likely that our case should be deemed to consist of one incident, due to the direct 

consequence of the second mishap from the first, the short time involved etc. In this respect it follows 

form the facts that it was the officers’ distraction by the first incident which caused the second to 

occur. 

 

However, also the opposite conclusion must be acceptable, e.g. by pointing to the navigational 

mistakes leading up to the first and second mishap being of slightly different character, and that 

grounding is of a different character than hitting an electric wire.  

 

Who is liable for what claims?  

 

Liability of NCL: 

 

Although the rules on passengers in MC chapter 15 is not part of the curriculum in this course 

(belonging to JUS5401), claims by passengers is mentioned in e.g. section 175, (thus clearly within 

the curriculum) so that the good candidate will be aware of the passenger rules, including section 418 

which provides for negligence as the basis of liability for injury to passengers. Moreover, when 

section 418 talks about the “carrier” being liable, that is clearly when applied to our case NCL as 

operator of the ship. Moreover, liability follows from the facts of the case according to which there 

was negligence by the ship’s officer.  

 

For injury of the crewmembers and property damage to the electric wire, section 151 is applicable, 

providing for liability for negligence by the ship’s officers, and with NCL clearly being the “reder” as 

the party manning and operating the ship. Again, since the chapter on passengers is strictly not part of 

the curriculum, it would be acceptable if candidates place also the claims made by passengers under 

section 151.  

 

Also the claim for loss of income by the local hotel caused by lack of electricity would fall under 

section 151. One detail which candidates are not required to pick up is that this type of claim for mere 
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economical losses (rene formuestap) is only to a limited extent recoverable under Norwegian tort law, 

ref the principle laid down in the Flymanøverdommen, Rt -73.1268 and with similar facts to our case, 

as opposed to oil spill related claims, below. Among the candidates there are however also Norwegian 

master students who may be alert to the point and, if so, that is to be rewarded.  

 

Liability of NCH: 

 

This will be limited to the oil/bunker spill related claims since NCH is neither “reder” under section 

151 nor carrier under section 418. Section 183 states in the first paragraph that the “shipowner” is 

liable, and one may perhaps read this to mean the same as “owner of the ship” in the corresponding 

section 191. However, section 183 fifth paragraph defines “shipowner” to include not only the 

registered owner but also a bareboat charterer which means that for the oil/bunker spill related claims, 

both companies would be liable. Some candidates may perhaps lose out on this point by not 

remembering that the scope of the term “shipowner” is differently regulated for bunker oil pollution 

and bulk oil pollution.  

 

Concerning the nature of claims recoverable for oil spill, it follows from section 183 second paragraph 

that the clean-up costs and the lost income/lost profit are in our case recoverable - possible at odds 

with the result under ordinary Norwegian tort law (above).  

 

Allocation and limitation of claims 

 

It should be noted that the limitation amounts may differ among those students who use an updated 

version of Norges Lover (the Norwegian master students) and those using the English translation of 

the Code which is not entirely updated. Here I use the version in the English translation.  

 

We first assume that all claims are caused by one incident and first test the claims as against NCL who 

would be liable for all items of claims.  

 

Passenger claims: it may first of all be noted that the limitation amount in the passenger chapter, SDR 

400.000 per passenger, section 422, would clearly not lead to any limitation. Moreover, section 175 

no. 1) means that the limitation amount is NOK 200 mill. (250,000 SDR x 100 passengers), so that the 

claim of NOK 4 mill is clearly within the limitation.  

 

Crew members: here the limitation is NOK 28 mill (200,000 SDR + 800 SDR x 2000 tons), and the 

claims of NOK 2 mill are clearly within the limitation.  

 

In respect of the remaining claims there is a separate issue whether oil pollution claims are covered 

under 172 a/175 a or 172/175. This is not entirely clear as the wording of 172a does not fit to this 

situation where the ship is not sunk or stranded – see, on the other hand, Falkanger/Bull (norsk versjon 

7. utgave) page 195 seemingly to the other effect.  

 

In the following we first assume that section 175 is applicable which means: the limitation is 

according to section 175 no. 3) NOK 14 mill (1 mill SDR + 1000 tons x 4) while the total claims are 

NOK 22 mill, made up as follows: a) property damage 5 mill, b) clean-up costs 5 mill, c) loss of 

income by lack of electricity NOK 1 mill, and d) loss of income by oil spill NOK 10 mill. Hence NOK 

8 mill of the totality is not covered and the dividend among the claims is regulated in section 176.  
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If, on the oher hand, candidates were to distinguish between property loss and loss of income caused 

by lack of electricity (section 175) and the oil spill related claims (section 175a), then all claims would 

be recoverable in full.  

 

When it comes to claims against NCH these are only oil/bunker spill related and in the total amount of 

NOK 15 mill. Therefore, if section 172/175 third paragraph apply the limitation amount is NOK 14 

mill (above) hence NOK 1 mill is non-recoverable, with a dividend of the recoverable amounts 

governed by section 176.  

 

If sections 172 a/175a are applicable then the total limitation amount is NOK 40 mill, leading to full 

recovery of the NOK 15 mill.  

 

We now assume that there were two incidents: The first incident would then comprise the personal 

injury claims which would be covered in full as above, while now also the remaining claims -  

property damage (NOK 5 mill) and lost income due to lack of electricity (NOK 1 mill) - would be 

covered in full; claims of NOK 6 mill within the limit of NOK 14 mill as per section 175no. 3). 

 

The second incident would comprise clean-up costs of NOK 5 mill and lost income by negative oil-

spill reputation NOK  10 mill, altogether NOK 15 mill. If section 172a/175a were to be found 

applicable (above) there would be full coverage, while if section 172/175 were applicable NOK 15 

mill would compete within the limitation of 14 mill (above) with NOK 1 mill subject to dividend 

according to section 176. 

 

Although the facts of the case are fairly simple, there is a complexity concerning the various 

applicable rules relating to the various claims which means that some tolerance should be allowed if 

candidates lose out on the correct application of some of the rules.  

 

Question 2 

 

This is intended as a test question with the essence being that if salvage effort is successful then one is 

rewarded up to the limit of the value of that salvaged, if unsuccessful one recovers nothing. 
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